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Overconfidence and War

2009-07-01

opponents rarely go to war without thinking they can win and clearly one side must be wrong this conundrum
lies at the heart of the so called war puzzle rational states should agree on their differences in power
and thus not fight but as dominic johnson argues in overconfidence and war states are no more rational than
people who are susceptible to exaggerated ideas of their own virtue of their ability to control events and
of the future by looking at this bias called positive illusions as it figures in evolutionary biology
psychology and the politics of international conflict this book offers compelling insights into why states
wage war johnson traces the effects of positive illusions on four turning points in twentieth century
history two that erupted into war world war i and vietnam and two that did not the munich crisis and the
cuban missile crisis examining the two wars he shows how positive illusions have filtered into politics
causing leaders to overestimate themselves and underestimate their adversaries and to resort to violence to
settle a conflict against unreasonable odds in the munich and cuban missile crises he shows how lessening
positive illusions may allow leaders to pursue peaceful solutions the human tendency toward overconfidence
may have been favored by natural selection throughout our evolutionary history because of the advantages it
conferred heightening combat performance or improving one s ability to bluff an opponent and yet as this
book suggests and as the recent conflict in iraq bears out in the modern world the consequences of this
evolutionary legacy are potentially deadly

Glory in the Name

2009-10-13

then call us rebels if you will we glory in the name for bending under unjust laws and swearing faith to an
unjust cause we count as greater shame richmond daily dispatch may 12 1862 april 12 1861 with one jerk of a
lanyard one shell arching into the sky years of tension explode into civil war and for those men who do not
know in which direction their loyalty calls them it is a time for decisions such a one is lieutenant samuel
bowater an officer of the u s navy and a native of charleston south carolina hard pressed to abandon the
oath he swore to the united states but unable to fight against his home state bowater accepts a commission
in the nascent confederate navy where captains who once strode the quarterdecks of the world s most
powerful ships are now assuming command of paddle wheelers and towboats taking charge of the armed tugboat
cape fear and then the ironclad yazoo river bowater and his men against overwhelming odds engage in the
waterborne fight for southern independence

The Literary Garland, and British North American Magazine
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a landmark event the complete hebrew bible in the award winning translation that delivers the stunning
literary power of the original a masterpiece of deep learning and fine sensibility robert alter s
translation of the hebrew bible now complete reanimates one of the formative works of our culture capturing
its brilliantly compact poetry and finely wrought purposeful prose alter renews the old testament as a
source of literary power and spiritual inspiration from the family frictions of genesis and king david s
flawed humanity to the serene wisdom of psalms and job s incendiary questioning of god s ways these
magnificent works of world literature resonate with a startling immediacy featuring alter s generous
commentary which quietly alerts readers to the literary and historical dimensions of the text this is the
definitive edition of the hebrew bible

A Solemn Review of the Custom of War

1816

international relations and the origins of the pacific war takes the unique approach of examining the
history of the relationship between japan and the united states by using the framework of international
relations theories to search for the origins of the pacific war that erupted with japan s attack on pearl
harbour in 1941

Demons, Witch Doctors, and Modern Man

1965

did christ atone for the sins of humanity on the cross does god desire all people to be saved and direct
his grace toward all people for that purpose there are some christians following a deterministic paradigm
who believe this is not true they believe god has predestined some people for heaven and many or even most
for hell the rising tide of calvinism and its tulip theology needs to be respectfully answered grace for
all the arminian dynamics of salvation features a distinguished international panel of scholars to examine
this controversy these writers address issues such as election free will grace and assurance they make
compelling scriptural arguments for the universality of god s grace contending that christ atoned for the
sins of all people and that god sincerely offers forgiveness for all through christ this book strives to
uncover the biblical position on salvation we hope the reader will enjoy this stimulating series of
articles on the arminian perspective and that it will spur further writing and discussion grace for all the
arminian dynamics of salvation is an updated and revised version of grace unlimited a 1975 collection of
scholarly articles assembled by the late clark h pinnock of mcmaster divinity college

A Charge to the Grand Jury, Upon the Importance of Maintainung the
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Supremacy of the Laws

1838

the loveable but incorrigible rogue captain alan lewrie is back to cut a wide and wicked swathe through the
caribbean in his eleventh adventure it s 1798 and lewrie and his crew of the frigate proteus have their
work cut out for them first lewrie has rashly vowed to uphold a friend s honour in a duel to the death
secondly he faces the horridly unwelcome arrival of hm government s foreign office agents out to use him as
their cat s paw in a scheme against the french and lastly he engineers the showdown with his arch foe and
nemesis the hideous ogre of the french revolution s terror that clever fiend guillaume choudas we know
lewrie can fight but can he be a diplomat too he must deal with the newly reborn us navy that uneasy ally
and the stunning surprise they bring for good or ill lewrie s in the quag up to his neck this time can
sword pistol and broadsides avail or will words low cunning and lewrie s irrepressible wit be the key to
his victory and survival as even the seas cry havoc eleventh in the alan lewrie naval adventures havoc s
sword is perfect for fans of patrick o brian julian stockwin and c s forester you could get addicted to
this series easily new york times book review the best naval series since c s forester recommended library
journal fast moving a hugely likeable hero a huge cast of sharply drawn supporting characters there s
nothing missing wonderful stuff kirkus reviews

Renascence

1962

heaven j c ryle introduces us to the subject of heaven with a brief account of that divine region from the
lips of christ himself edward donnelly beautifully describes heaven itself as the place of god s glory paul
helm shows us that based on scripture alone heaven is redemptive fixed and final few people have ever had
the great gift of describing the things of christ with such beauty as did charles spurgeon his vision of
the beatific vision and the glory of seeing christ should stoke the longing soul with living hope heaven
that place of god s glory is a world of love says jonathan edwards a place where we will in love all be
filled with the fullness of god thomas brooks picks up where spurgeon leaves off expanding on the glory of
our experience with god the father and christ the son the best and choicest presence of god and christ is
reserved in heaven thomas reade enriches our hearts with meditations on heaven meditate here friend and set
your hearts on fire with the hope that lies before us what is your vision of heaven is it robes harps and
sitting on clouds forever derek thomas paints a challenging biblical picture of the new heaven and the new
earth edwards in a second article tells us how to seek that blessed world of love and how to avoid hell the
world of hatred and last we complete our journey to the celestial city with a portion from john bunyan s
the pilgrim s progress
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The Mark Lane Express, Agricultural Journal &c

1900

julius caesar s life and example have fascinated and motivated generations of people for nearly 2 000 years
this book explores the people places events and institutions that helped define arguably the most famous
individual in the history of rome far from being ancient history roman history and culture from the time of
julius caesar and the roman empire have surprising parallels with the political strife and societal issues
in 21st century life interest and awareness have also been bolstered by recent successful hollywood films
as well as television series that depict roman history all things julius caesar an encyclopedia of caesar s
world and legacy provides a unique reference on topics and themes related to the life and times of julius
caesar it offers historically accurate information about what he did and did not do and examines his impact
on later eras via images and idealized depictions of him popularized in literature and other media up to
the present the approximately 200 entries in this two volume set are organized alphabetically according to
topic or theme for example individuals such as marc antony places such as the province of gaul events such
as roman elections or battles in the civil war and institutions such as roman classes slavery patrons and
clients the entries cover all the territories of the roman empire during caesar s time from britain to
egypt the set includes primary documents such as excerpts from ancient letters essays and biographies and
supplements the text with images and maps the bibliography provides print and electronic resources suitable
for high school and college student research as well as further reading for general audiences

The Hebrew Bible: A Translation with Commentary (Vol. Three-Volume Set)

2018-12-18

the text used was the 4th ed of the poems of gerard manley hopkins published by oxford university press in
1967

Telemachus: ... designed for the use of the Duke of Burgundy, Dauphin
of France: rendered into English blank verse by J. L. Ross

1860

the edition brings together the known writings in poetry and prose of edward rushton 1756 1814 blinded by
trachoma after an outbreak on the slaving ship in which he was a young officer rushton returned to
liverpool to scratch a living as a publican newspaper editor and finally bookseller and publisher in his
day rushton was a well known liverpool poet and reformer with an impressively wide range of causes the
liverpool blind school the liverpool marine society and many radical political groups many of his songs
particularly the marine ballads were very familiar in britain and america in the later victorian period as
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a particular version of romanticism began to dominate literary sensibilities rushton s overt politics fell
from favour and he became rather obscure at least by comparison with his like minded but much better off
friend william roscoe as the history of slavery abolition and other radical causes has come to be re
examined the bicentenary of rushton s death falling in november 2014 has suggested an opportunity to take a
new look at his remarkable career and impressive body of work there has never been a critical edition of
rushton s poems his own 1806 edition omits much including what is his best known work in modern times the
anti slavery west indian eclogues of 1787 the posthumous 1824 edition omits much from the 1806 collection
while drawing in other work the present edition works from the earliest datable sources in newspapers
chapbooks periodicals and broadsides providing a clean text with significant revisions and variants noted
in the commentary unfamiliar words are glossed and brief introductions and contextual commentaries informed
by the latest scholarship are given for each piece of writing

International Relations and the Origins of the Pacific War

2016-04-08

from the oscar winning blockbustersamerican beautyandshakespeare in loveto sundance oddities likeamerican
movieandthe tao of steve to foreign films such asall about my mother the latest volume in this popular
series features a chronological collection of facsimiles of every film review and awards article published
inthe new york timesbetween january 1999 and december 2000 includes a full index of personal names titles
and corporate names this collection is an invaluable resource for all libraries

Grace for All

2015-03-31

anglo saxon poetry was circulated orally in a preliterate society and gathered at last into books over some
six centuries before the norman conquest ended english independence against the odds some of these books
survive today this anthology of prose translations covers most of the surviving poetry revealing a
tradition which is outstanding among early medieval literatures for its sophisticated exploration of the
human condition in a mutable finite but wonderfully diverse and meaning filled world

Havoc's Sword

2019-07-15
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Life

1924

HEAVEN

1883

Naval Songs

2014-12-02

All Things Julius Caesar [2 volumes]

1861

Teach Us to Pray; Being Experimental, Doctrinal, and Practical
Observations on the Lord's Prayer

1862

Teach us to pray, observations on the Lord's prayer

1969

A Concordance of the Poetry in English of Gerard Manl[e]y Hopkins

1990
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Critical Essays on Gerard Manley Hopkins

1808

The Warrior's Looking-Glass: Wherein is Shewn from Many High
Authorities, the Trivial Causes, Cruel Nature, Direful Effects and
Anti-christian Spirit and Practice of War

2014-10-31

The Collected Writings of Edward Rushton

1807

The Critical Review: Or, Annals of Literature

1841

Sermons

1841

Sermons

1851

The Wesleyan methodist association magazine

1924
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Theatre Arts Magazine

1924-07

Theatre Arts Magazine

1924

Theatre Arts Monthly

1902

Live Stock Journal

2001-12

The New York Times Film Reviews 1999-2000

1891

Oahspe, a New Bible in the Words of Jehovih and His Angel Embassadors

1891

Oahspe

1970
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A Concordance to the English Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins

2001

Kingfishers

1980

A Counterpoint of Dissonance

1878

Miscellaneous rhymes, by Jack-o'-Hazeldean

2012-04-26

Anglo Saxon Poetry

1871
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